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Greene and Hill (2005) argue that understanding 
children’s experiences “demands the use of methods 
that can capture the nature of children’s lives as lived,” 
as opposed to approaches that make use of artificial or 
contrived situations (p. 3). Naturalistic observation is one 
such method that many researchers assert is particularly 
valuable in examining children’s social interactions 
(Dunn, 2005; McKechnie, 2000; Moylett, 2014; Pellegrini, 
2013; Tudge & Hogan, 2005). Naturalistic observation 
can be conducted in person and/or via video recordings. 
The latter method has been noted for its usefulness in 
capturing the intricate embodied behaviours that make 
up much of young children’s interactions (Kidwell, 2013), 
as well as its “unobtrusive” nature when compared to in-
person observation (Given et al., 2016, p. 2). 
Due to the noted advantages of naturalistic observation 
via video recordings, we used this method in a study 
examining 3- to 6-year-old children’s information and 
communication practices in everyday family interactions 
in the home (Barriage & Searles, 2015; Searles & 
Barriage, 2018). These video recordings were analyzed 
using conversation analysis, the goals of which are to “describe the organization of ordinary social activities” 
(Sidnell & Stivers, 2013, p. 33). As we began analyzing the video recordings collected for that study, we noted many 
instances of the children orienting to the video camera. Although not originally our research focus, we decided 
these instances of participant reactivity warranted further investigation. 
Literature review
Researchers who use video recordings as a means of observing social interactions have noted many benefits of 
this technology in collecting and analyzing data. Video recordings are purported to provide a more detailed and 
accurate record of interactions than what could be obtained by a human observer (Knoblauch, Schnettler, & Raab, 
This paper explores 3- to 6-year-old children’s 
orientations to the video camera in video 
recordings of everyday family interactions. 
Children’s orientations to the video camera in 
these recordings were identified and analyzed 
using the constant comparative method. Types 
of orientations to the video camera included 
talking about the camera, engaging in camera-
directed talk and/or action, and interacting with 
the camera. In some cases, these orientations 
occurred after a parent or sibling first oriented 
to the video camera; however, in other cases no 
prior orientation was evident. Theoretical and 
practical implications of the results are discussed.
Key words: early childhood; family interactions; 
qualitative research methods; participant 
reactivity; video recordings
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2012). Recording interactions allows for repeated examination of talk and actions, affording the researcher the 
opportunity to examine minute details of the interaction (Heritage, 1989; Laurier & Philo, 2006; Sidnell & Stivers, 
2013). Video recordings have also been cited as a means of increasing the reliability (Elder, 1999; Knoblauch et 
al., 2012), validity (Elder, 1999) and transparency (Heath, Hindmarsh, & Luff, 2010) of research concerned with 
interpersonal interactions, because the raw data can be made available to and analyzed by others. This in turn 
increases opportunities for research collaborations, since multiple researchers can take part in intense observation 
of the same interactions (Heath et al., 2010). These benefits have caused some to call video recordings “the 
microscope of social science” (Aarsand, 2016, p. 91).
However, as with any method of data collection, naturalistic observation via video recordings is not without its 
drawbacks. One disadvantage associated with this method is that of participant reactivity (Heath et al., 2010). 
Specifically, the presence of recording equipment has the potential to influence the talk and actions of interactants, 
who may feel self-conscious or uncomfortable being recorded (e.g., Semeniuk & Riesch, 2011; Speer & Hutchby, 
2003). As Speer and Hutchby (2003) note, this reactivity causes some researchers to call into question whether 
recorded interactions can be considered natural or authentic reflections of everyday interaction. Worries about 
participant reactivity have led some to conclude that natural interactions are impossible to capture via video 
or audio recording, because the very introduction of recording equipment and resulting participant reactivity 
fundamentally change the nature of the interaction (Lomax & Casey, 1998; Speer & Hutchby, 2003). Conversely, 
other researchers contend that participant reactivity is “often exaggerated” (Heath et al., 2010, p. 48), with 
participants’ awareness of the video camera occurring primarily at the onset of recording and subsiding once 
participants become accustomed to its presence (Heath et al., 2010; Knoblauch et al., 2012). These researchers 
argue “that within a short time, the camera is ‘made at home’” (Heath et al., 2010, p. 49), with minimal impact on 
the authenticity of the recorded interactions (Lomax & Casey, 1998; Rosenstein, 2002).
In research with adults, there is much variability in reported frequency and duration of participant orientations to 
the video camera, as well as variability in the ways adult participants orient to the camera (Heath et al., 2010). For 
example, Heath et al. (2010) noted in their work that participants’ orientations to the video camera occurred in 
“occasional moment[s] of awareness” (p. 48), such as when recording commenced, when a new participant entered 
the room, or during lulls in activity. In medical settings, adult orientations to the video camera were more likely to 
occur at the beginning of the interaction, as well as when the physician was out of the room (Penner et al., 2007). 
These orientations to the video camera were both infrequent and short in duration (Penner et al., 2007). Ways in 
which adults orient to the presence of recording equipment include looking at the camera (Laurier & Philo, 2012; 
Penner et al., 2007), waving and making faces at the camera (Laurier & Philo, 2012), gesturing to the camera 
(Penner et al., 2007), and talking about the recording equipment (Penner et al., 2007; Speer & Hutchby, 2003). 
Similar variability is evident in the small body of research concerned with participant reactivity in children. 
For example, some researchers assert that children typically only attend to the video camera when recording 
commences and quickly resume normal activities, but do not provide empirical evidence for this assertion nor 
specify the age range of the children on which their assertions are based (e.g., Häggman-Laitila, Seppänen, 
Vehviläinen-Julkunen, & Pietilä, 2010; O’Shannessy, 2014; Rosenstein, 2002). Other researchers have been more 
specific about the participant reactivity encountered in their research with children. For example, Antal et al. 
(2015) reported that children oriented to the video camera at least once in 74% of their recordings of visits with 
pediatric health care providers. Children displayed more orientations to the camera than did their parents or 
health care providers, with 5- to 7-year-old children displaying orientations six times more often than children 
over age 13 (Antal et al., 2015). Overall, these orientations made up a very small proportion of the total behaviours 
coded by the researchers (Antal et al., 2015). Talking about the recording equipment was the most frequent type of 
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orientation to the camera displayed by children in this study (Antal et al., 2015), and has been identified in other 
studies with children between 3 and 8 years of age (e.g., Given et al., 2016; Speer & Hutchby, 2003). Other types of 
orientations to the camera identified in prior research include staring or briefly glancing at the camera, waving or 
pointing at the camera, and performing for the camera (Antal et al., 2015; Given et al., 2016). 
In research with both children and adults, most systematic, empirical considerations of participant reactivity draw 
on video recordings of medical interactions (e.g., Antal et al., 2015; Penner et al., 2007). There is little evidence 
of such investigations focused on the reactivity of young children in studies using video recordings of family 
interactions in the home, with discussions of participant reactivity in such settings including assertions that such 
reactivity was minimal (e.g., Häggman-Laitila et al., 2010) or considered as one of several challenges encountered 
in home-based video recordings (e.g., Given et al., 2016). As such, there remain many unanswered questions 
about the reactivity of young children in this setting, including the prevalence of participant reactivity, the types of 
behaviours displayed when such reactivity occurs, and the events precipitating participant reactivity. The current 
study addresses these gaps.
Research questions
This paper explores young children’s orientations to the video camera during video recordings of everyday family 
interactions. Specifically, this paper seeks to address the following questions about the talk and actions of 3- to 
6-year-old children: 
1. How prevalent were the children’s orientations to the video camera?
2. In what ways did the children orient to the video camera? 
3. What, if anything, preceded the children’s orientations to the video camera?
Method
Participants
Video recordings of family interactions were collected from 20 families with at least one child 3–6 years of age. 
Participants were recruited from the northeastern United States and southern Ontario, Canada, by posting flyers 
in local libraries, university buildings, businesses, and daycare centres. Snowball sampling was also used. 
A total of 23 children (14 girls and 9 boys) in the target age range (M = 4.26 years, SD = 1.18) participated in this 
study, as well as the children’s parent(s) and/or sibling(s). In four families, the child in the target age range was 
an only child; in three families, both children were in the target age range; in four families, the target child had 
a sibling under 2 years of age; and in nine families, the target child had one or more older siblings. The youngest 
sibling in this data was eight months and the oldest 17 years of age. In all but one family, a parent (typically the 
mother) was present in at least one of the video recordings. 
Data collection
Parents were provided with two black Flip Ultra Pocket Camcorders (2nd generation), which are 6x3 inches in size, 
include a playback screen, and can be attached to a small tabletop tripod for stability. Parents were also given a 
checklist of suggested steps for obtaining quality video recordings (such as ensuring the television or radio was not 
playing in the background, and that all interactants could be seen in the video) and a list of potential interactions 
that might be communication rich, such as mealtimes, playtimes, and bedtime routines. Parents were asked to use 
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the video cameras to record three interactions lasting 30–60 minutes that included their child(ren) in the target 
age range and at least one other family member.
A total of 100 videos were collected from these 20 families, totalling 30 hours 42 minutes 20 seconds. The video 
recordings averaged 18 minutes 25 seconds in length, with each family recording an average of 92 minutes 7 
seconds of video. Some families completed more than the requested three video recordings. Reasons cited by the 
parents for additional recordings included the video cameras shutting off mid-recording, either inadvertently due 
to issues with the camera battery or the record button being hit, or purposefully, such as when a child needed to 
use the bathroom, as well as concerns about providing the researchers with communication-rich interactions long 
enough in duration to satisfy the research purposes. 
A variety of interactions was captured in these recordings, with the children and their families engaging in play, 
eating and preparing meals, reading stories, engaging in bedtime routines, completing homework, and participating 
in arts and crafts. Most families recorded videos in their homes; one family completed the video recordings at their 
church, and one family completed one video recording in their vehicle. In the majority of the video recordings, 
parents placed the camera in a fixed position (Heath et al., 2010), at times adjusting the angle of the camera or 
moving the camera to another location. In other recordings, parents elected to make use of what Heath et al. 
(2010) term the “roving camera” approach, following their children with the camera as they engaged in activities 
in various locations in their homes. 
Data analysis
All video data were coded by the researchers for instances of orientation to the video camera exhibited by the 
children in the target age range. Orientation to the video camera was defined as any instance in which a child 
explicitly displayed through their talk or their actions that they were aware of the presence of the video camera. 
Instances in which children simply glanced in the direction of the video camera were not included in this analysis, 
since the researchers were not present during the recordings, it was not possible to determine if the child was 
indeed looking at the video camera or if they were looking at a person or object located behind or near the camera. 
An instance of an orientation to the video camera was considered to begin when a child displayed his or her 
awareness of the video camera and was considered to end when the child engaged in some other talk or action that 
was unrelated to the presence of the video camera. The video recordings collected from one family included three 
short videos during which the parents allowed their child the opportunity to use the video cameras and tripods 
in order to understand how the equipment worked. These three videos were omitted from subsequent analyses of 
the children’s orientations to the video camera, because interaction with the video camera was the primary focus 
of these three recordings.
The family ID number, video name, timestamp, child’s pseudonym, age, and gender were recorded for each 
instance of a child’s orientation to the video camera. The presence of parent(s) and/or sibling(s) was also noted. 
Each instance of a child’s orientation to the video camera was transcribed using the Jeffersonian transcription 
system (Hepburn & Bolden, 2017) and then analyzed inductively using the constant comparative method (Glaser 
& Strauss, 1967), with an initial open coding scheme developed based on the talk and actions displayed by the 
children, followed by axial coding. Each orientation could be composed of a single or multiple types of talk and/
or action, and each of these were coded for every orientation. Each instance was also analyzed to identify any talk 
or action related to the presence of the video camera displayed by the child’s parent(s) or sibling(s) prior to, after, 
and during the child’s orientation to the camera. 
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Findings
Prevalence of orientations to the video camera
A total of 102 instances of young children orienting to the video camera were identified in the video recordings 
analyzed for this study. The average number of orientations per child was 4.43 (SD = 4.71), with 17 of 23 children 
(73.91%) orienting to the video camera at least once. As Rideout (2014) notes, “averages mask big differences” 
in the behaviours of individual children (p. 11); in our data, six children did not display any orientation to the 
video camera in any of the recordings collected from their families, while one child displayed 18 orientations to 
the video camera. Orientations to the video camera averaged 21 seconds in length (SD = 23 seconds). The longest 
orientation was 1 minute 51 seconds, and the shortest 1 second. For children who did orient to the video camera, 
the average total time each child oriented to the camera across all recordings was 2 minutes 16 seconds (SD = 1 
minute 50 seconds), with a minimum total time spent orienting to the camera of 2 seconds and a maximum total 
time of 6 minutes 59 seconds. 
Orientations to the video camera did not occur in every video recording. Specifically, in 58 of the 97 (59.79%) 
videos, there were no instances of the child(ren) in the target age range orienting to the video camera. The number 
of times a child oriented to the video camera in the remaining 39 videos is displayed in Figure 1. 
Figure 1. Frequency of orientations to the video camera by video.
Types of orientation to the video camera
The children oriented to the video camera using three main types of talk and/or action: they talked about the 
camera, engaged in camera-directed talk and/or action, and interacted with the camera (see Table 1). Each of these 
three types of orientation to the video camera consists of similar subtypes of talk and/or action that are related 
to the video camera. For example, the “camera-directed talk/actions” type of orientation includes such subtypes 
of talk and/or action as talking to the camera, singing, making faces, putting one’s face or an object close to the 
camera, waving, and dancing. Each instance of a child’s orientation to the video camera could include any number 
and type of these orientations, and so the totals given in Table 1 should not be considered summative.
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Table 1
Types of Children’s Orientations to the Video Camera
Type of Orientation Description of Orientation Number of Orientations
Talks about camera 77
Mentions camera says something or asks about the camera (including embodied actions) 68
Mentions research says something about the research or the researcher(s) 6
Asks to watch video asks to watch the video recording 3
Camera-directed talk/actions 75
Talks to camera says something to/for the camera 25
Sings sings to/for the camera 14
Makes faces makes faces to/for the camera 13
Puts face close to camera puts face near the camera lens 9
Puts object in front of camera puts object in front of camera lens 7
Waves waves to/for the camera 4
Dances dances to/for the camera 3
Interacts with camera 40
Looks in viewfinder looks through the camera’s viewfinder 16
Looks at self in viewfinder
puts part of own body (e.g., arm, hand) 
in front of camera lens while looking 
through viewfinder
6
Commentary talks about what is seen through viewfinder 5
Moves camera moves camera to another location 5
Touches camera touches camera (without moving it) 5
Adjusts camera adjusts camera angle/positioning (without moving it) 3
Other 3
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Each of the three main types of orientation to the video camera identified in the data is described below, with the 
clearest examples of several of the subtypes provided.
Talks about camera. The most frequent type of orientation to the video camera was when the children talked 
about the camera (77 orientations). This type of orientation includes talk and/or action about the camera, such 
as mentioning the camera, mentioning the research project and/or the researcher, and asking to watch the video 
recording currently being generated. 
Within this type of orientation, and overall by far the most frequent child-displayed orientation to the camera, 
were those in which the child mentions the camera. In these instances, the child says something or asks about the 
camera, indicating their awareness of the presence of the video camera. For example, in extract 01, Abby1 (5) and 
Libby (3) are playing a game with their mom. Abby orients to the camera with, “okay okay oka:y .hhh now the 
video:: is o::::n.” (lines 10, 13) after Mom has moved towards the camera (lines 06–08) and is adjusting it (line 11). 
Extract 01
VC5_001_Playtime 2.2_12.25_The Video Is On
01              (3.0)/((MOM puts down tiles))
02     LIB:     No I have one.
03     MOM:     Oh.
04              (0.7)/((MOM sits back))
05     MOM:     >Go ahead,<
06              (10.0)/((MOM moves chair near camera))
07              (3.0)/((MOM moves behind camera))
08              (0.3)/((sound of chair moving))
09     ABB:     ((turns to look towards MOM))
10     ABB:     Okay [okay oka:y         ]
11     MOM:          [((adjusts [camera))]
12     LIB:                     [(      )]         
13     ABB:     .hhh now the video:: [is o::::n.       ]
14     LIB:                          [This is not much.]
15              (.)
16     LIB:     This not [mu:ch.          ]
17     MOM:              [°That’s better.° ]
18              (0.2)
19     MOM:     You’re not in it though >#you gotta
20              move over a little bit (.) Abby.#<
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This orientation to the camera occurs after Mom has gotten up and moved a chair behind the camera out of view 
(lines 06–08). In line 08 the chair makes a noise and Abby then turns to look at the source of the noise (and thus at 
Mom and the camera; line 09). Abby then says “okay okay oka:y .hhh now the video:: is o::::n.” With this turn Abby 
announces the presence (and activity) of the camera recording. Additionally, in overlap with Abby’s line 10, Mom 
adjusts the camera view. Here, Abby’s orientation to the camera is prompted by Mom’s actions (approaching the 
camera and adjusting the camera). Abby’s orientation simply mentions the camera: by announcing that the camera 
is on she shows her awareness of the camera’s placement as well as that it is currently recording her.
Within the orientation type of “talks about camera,” there are also instances in which the child asks to watch 
the video that is currently being recorded, and those in which he or she says something about the research or 
the researcher, including greeting one of the researchers by name. These orientations also demonstrate children’s 
emerging and ongoing awareness of the video camera and its function, including their understanding that the 
video recordings can later be viewed by both themselves and others. 
Camera-directed talk/actions. The second most frequent type of orientation to the camera was “camera-directed 
talk/actions” (75 orientations). In these instances, the children’s orientations to the camera exemplify how the 
presence of the video camera may affect these everyday interactions in that the children are performing something 
specifically for the camera, most often by doing something silly and/or funny, such as singing or making faces. 
In these instances, the orientations consist of talk and/or action 
that appear to be performed for the camera itself.
Within this orientation type, the most common subtype were 
those instances in which the child talks to the camera, such as 
telling the camera about his/her action(s) or information about 
him/herself. In extract 02, Mom has just turned on the video 
camera (it is stationary) and Eddie (7) and Timmy (5) are eating 
breakfast. In lines 02 to 04 Timmy looks directly at the camera 
and says, “Hello, we’re eating breakfast and this is French toast” 
as he holds up a piece of French toast (see Figure 22).
Extract 02
V61_014_Valentines_00.00_Eating Breakfast
01     EDD:     We’re eating breakfast (   ).
02     TIM:     Hello, we’re eating breakfast and
03              [this is french toast.    ]
04              [((holds up french toast))]
05              (1.0)
06     EDD:     Ha ha::,
07     MOM:     So what are we gonna do after
08              breakfast.
In this extract, we can see that Timmy announces what he is doing for the camera. He greets the camera with 
“hello” and then states what he is doing (eating breakfast) as well as what he is eating (French toast; lines 02–04), 
Figure 2. Timmy talks to the camera and puts an object 
in front of the camera lens.
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providing a commentary3 (Heritage & Stivers, 1999) of his current ongoing activities. In this subtype of orientation 
to the video camera, the child is doing something specifically for the camera, either describing ongoing activities 
or, as in other instances, explaining why something has happened.
Another example of camera-directed talk and/or actions occurs in extract 03, where Amanda (6) and Nathan (10) 
are working together to make a blanket. In lines 05 to 06 Amanda puts her face close to the camera lens, makes faces 
towards the camera and sings loudly. 
Extract 03
VC17_003_Craft Time_13.25_People at the University
01     AMA:     Missin’ one of the stripes.
02              (0.8)
03     AMA:     ((crawls on floor toward Nathan)) Stripy 
04              stripy stripy stripy kkhh
05              (0.2)/((Amanda faces camera)) 
06     AMA:     alululululululululululullll:::::.
07     NAT:     People at that university will see you 
08              doing that. 
09     AMA:     What?
10     NAT:     The people at that university will see you 
11              doing that.
12              (1.0)
13     AMA:     Oh
14              (0.2)
15     NAT:     They’re pretty much just wa:tching °you do 
16              all that.°
Here we can see how Amanda transitions from the ongoing activity of making the blanket (lines 01–03) to an 
orientation to the camera that becomes an activity in and of itself. These orientations are not relevant in the course 
of Amanda and Nathan’s ongoing activity (i.e., making the blanket), but are directed towards the camera and not 
any co-present person. Thus, they truly are directed towards the camera, and it is possible to see how the presence 
of the video camera has the potential to impact children’s everyday interactions. Although we cannot know if 
Amanda would have danced, made faces, or sang without the presence of the video camera, it is clear that these 
orientations are directed specifically to the camera itself.4
Interacts with camera. The third most frequent type of orientations to the video camera are those in which the 
child “interacts with the camera” (40 orientations). In these instances, the child manipulates the camera in some 
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way, by either physically handling it or looking through the viewfinder. In extract 04 Eden (4), Mom, Julie (8), and 
Lucas (10) are having dinner while Lucas does his homework. In line 09, Eden looks in the camera’s viewfinder and 
issues commentary on what she can see through the viewfinder.
Extract 04
VC34_008_Dinnertime_06.05_Mommy’s Face
01     JUL:     °Like (0.2) she [goes up there°    ]
02     LUC:                     [(What’s zero pl-)]
03     MOM:     Mm.
04              (0.2)
05     MOM:     (      )
06     EDE:     Can I see one more?
07              (2.0)/((MOM whispering, EDE walks towards
08              camera, goes behind camera))
09     EDE:     Hah>hahah< (0.6) I can see Mommy’s face.
10              in the picture .hh hh.
11     LUC:     Is this (good)?
At the beginning of this segment Julie is “telling” on Eden for having touched the camera a few minutes before 
(line 01), which Mom responds to with a minimal “mm.” (line 03), thereby not taking up Julie on her previous 
turn. Eden then requests permission to look at the camera again with “Can I see one more?” (line 06). She does 
not wait for permission from Mom, but then walks towards the camera (line 08) and then provides a commentary 
(Heritage & Stivers, 1999) of what she can see with “Hah>hahah< (0.6) I can see Mommy’s face.” while presumably 
looking through the viewfinder of the camera (line 09). Here we can see how children’s orientations to the camera 
can be focused on how the camera works, including what the camera can and cannot see. When Eden goes to look 
behind the camera, what is pertinent to her, and what she announces to the others, is what she can see by looking 
through the camera’s viewfinder.
Within this type of orientation are also several subtypes in which children physically manipulate the camera in 
some way. In extract 05, Lacey (4) and her mom have been making crafts and now Mom is preparing lunch. Lacey 
adjusts the camera angle in line 12.
Extract 05
VC90_007_Craft Time 3_01.55_Moves Camera
01     MOM:     You want (that) cheese?
02     LAC:     Yea.
03              (0.2)
04     MOM:     Cuz I don’t- okay.
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05              (1.2)
06     LAC:     Cott(age) chee:se.
07     MOM:     It’s called feta.
08     LAC:     I want feta:, °°pl-°° (0.2) and yogurt
09              please.
10     LAC:     (4.5)/((looks at camera, walks across the room))
11     LAC:     [°°Ri:ght the:re.°°                    ]
12              [((adjusts camera angle towards sofa))]
13              (.)
14     LAC:     °°Record over there.°°
15              (0.2)
16     LAC:     °°Okay°°
17     LAC:     ((sits down on sofa))
18     LAC:      °°Now sit.°°
19     LAC:     ((colours in book))
After they discuss what Lacey will eat (lines 01–09), Lacey looks at the camera (line 10), walks across the room and 
then towards the camera (line 10). She then adjusts the camera angle towards the sofa (line 12) as she whispers 
“°°Ri:ght the:re.°°” (line 11), engaging in self-talk as she adjusts the camera angle. Next, Lacey whispers a directive 
to the camera with “°°Record over there.°°” (line 14) and then “°°Okay°°” (line 16; presumably treating the camera 
angle as now being sufficient) and sits down on the sofa (line 17), talking to herself with “°°Now sit.°°” (line 18). 
Here we can see how Lacey’s orientation to the video camera demonstrates an awareness of both the fact that she 
is being recorded as well as the limitations of the video camera (it can only record what is in front of the lens). By 
adjusting the angle of the camera so it is focused on the sofa, she is then able to complete her activity in the view 
of the camera (see Figure 3).
Figure 3. Lacey adjusts the camera (left), then sits on sofa while checking camera angle (right).
When the children orient to the video camera by interacting with it, they demonstrate their awareness of the 
camera’s presence and, in some cases, its limitations. By moving and/or adjusting the camera to ensure that it 
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captures a particular scene, children not only show they are aware that their current actions are displayed to the 
camera, but also that the camera might not capture everything. When the children look through the viewfinder, 
they are also interacting with the camera’s capabilities by attempting to see what it sees.
Other.  Finally, there were three orientations to the video camera that did not fit within the three types of orientations 
identified in the data. Since there were so few of these instances, and they were dissimilar to the other orientations, 
they were not included in the typology.
Others’ talk and action preceding children’s orientation to the video camera
In 64 of the 102 (62.75%) instances of a child’s orientation to the video camera, a parent and/or sibling first oriented 
to the video camera in some way. These orientations appear to have brought the video camera to the forefront of 
interactions and thus triggered the children’s orientation to the camera, much as how something someone says may 
trigger a subsequent story by another interlocutor (Jefferson, 1978). That is, with these orientations, there is a clear 
prior orientation to the video camera by another participant that then brings about the child’s own orientation. 
Sibling orientations. Siblings oriented to the camera in very similar ways as the children in the target age range: 
talking about the camera, interacting with the camera, and engaging in camera-directed talk/action (see Table 2). 
Table 2
Types of Sibling Orientations to the Camera Preceding Child’s Orientation
Types of Orientation Description of Orientation Number of Orientations
Talks about camera 8
Mentions camera says something about the camera 8
Interacts with camera 8
Looks in viewfinder looks through the camera’s viewfinder 3
Moves camera moves camera to another location 2
Adjusts camera adjusts camera angle/positioning (without moving it) 2
Camera-directed talk/action 3
Talks to camera says something to/for the camera 2
Puts face close to camera puts face near the camera lens 1
Sings sings to/for the camera 1
Other 2
Parent orientations. Parents also exhibited the same three main types of orientation to the video camera. 
They engaged in similar talk and actions as their children, such as adjusting the camera, moving the camera, 
mentioning the camera, mentioning the research study, and waving to the camera (see Table 3). However, parents 
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also displayed orientations to the video camera that were not exhibited by the children in the target age range. 
These included using a roving camera approach to recording, turning on the camera, approaching the camera, 
and issuing directives to their children related to the presence of the video camera. The orientation types that are 
unique to parents are discussed below.
Table 3
Types of Parent Orientation to the Video Camera Preceding Child’s Orientation
Types of Orientation Description of Orientation Number of Orientations
Interacts with camera 46
Adjusts camera adjusts camera angle/positioning (without moving it) 16
Moves camera moves camera to another location 14
Roving camera holds camera while recording 8
Turns on camera begins video recording 5
Approaches camera moves toward camera 3
Talks about camera 29
Directive issues directive to child related to presence of video camera 16
Mentions camera says something about the camera 11
Mentions research says something about the research study 2
Performs for camera 3
Waves to camera waves to/for the camera 2
Talks to camera says something to/for the camera 1
Interacts with camera. In the orientation type “interacts with camera,” parents exhibited three subtypes of talk 
and action that were not exhibited by the children within the target age range: using a roving camera approach, 
turning on the camera, and approaching the camera. 
The roving camera approach involved the parent following the child with the video camera, as opposed to setting 
the camera on a stable surface to record. In extract 06, Mom follows Zara (4) with the video camera as she leaves 
the kitchen / dining room area and goes to the bathroom to wash her hands. 
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Extract 06
VC86_017_Lunchtime_04.55_Why 
01              (3.0)/((ZAR washes hands))
02     MOM:     Rinse of all the soap please.
03              (1.2)/((ZAR starts to move towards sink
04              then holds out hands))
05     ZAR:     It is all the soap, 
06     MOM:     It’s all off?
07     ZAR:     (Think.)
08              (8.0)/((ZAR dries off hands with towel))/
09              ((MOM walks backwards))
10              (2.0)/((ZAR leaves bathroom, walks down 
11              hallway))/((MOM follows))                |
12     ZAR:     [Why you              ] videotaping me.  |
13              [((looks back at MOM))]                  |
14     MOM:     Kay can you get your lunch no:w?=        |
15              (.)/((ZAR turns towards kitchen))
16     MOM:     From the- cuz Dad packed you some for s-
17              [from school? 
18              [((aims camera towards kitchen)) 
In lines 01–07, Zara washes her hands at the bathroom sink while Mom stands in the doorway holding the camera. 
In line 08, Zara moves from the sink to dry her hands with a towel, and Mom moves backward in order to keep 
Zara in the frame of the camera (line 09). In line 10 Zara leaves the bathroom and walks down the hall, and Mom 
follows her with the camera (line 11). In lines 12–13, Zara looks back at Mom, who is still holding the camera, and 
asks “Why you videotaping me.” Mom does not answer Zara’s question, but instead in line 14 prompts her with 
the request, “Kay can you get your lunch no:w?=”, sequentially deleting Zara’s inquiry and attempting to move her 
back into ordinary activities. Zara then moves toward the kitchen in line 15 as Mom specifies her request in lines 
16–17, aiming her camera towards the kitchen (line 18). In this extract, we can see how Mom’s interaction with the 
camera precedes Zara’s orientation. It is Mom’s roving camera approach that appears to trigger Zara’s orientation 
to the video camera.
Children also orient to the camera after a parent turns it on. In extract 07, Mom turns on the camera (line 01) and 
Walter (3) subsequently orients to it (lines 04, 10, 12, 14, 19, 21).
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Extract 07
VC99_020_Trains_00.30_Put It Up Here
01 ((Mom turns camera on))
02     WAL:     (stairs)
03 (4.0)/((WAL steps towards camera))
04     WAL:     
05
06     MOM:     
Mo:m,
(0.2) 
Yes¿
07
08     WAL:     
09     MOM:     
10     WAL:     
11     MOM:     
12     WAL:     
13
14     WAL:     
15     MOM:     
16
17     MOM:     
(0.2)/((WAL walks towards camera))
(  )/((reaches towards camera)) 
Let’s go put- >>no no no<< don’t touch. 
No no w-
Go play with the train okay¿
What if you put it up he:re.
(0.2)
It can see us.
[I think that >this is a good spot.< 
[((adjusts camera))
Go: over to the trains 
18 [so I can see (    )]
19     WAL:     [No right here.     ]
20     MOM:     
21     WAL:     
22     WAL:
23     MOM:
24     MOM:     
25
26     MOM:     
Walter g(h)o(h):.
That’s a [perfect spot.]
[((turns to]wards trains))
[Heheheh      ]
T(h)hank you.
(.)
.Hhhh alright (0.2) you got your train?
Walter’s orientation to the camera starts in line 04 when he summons his mom, “Mo:m,” Mom responds with “Yes 
¿” (line 06) and Walter then walks towards and reaches for the camera (lines 07–08; see Figure 4). Mom issues 
a directive about the camera in line 09 with “Let’s go put- >>no no no<< don’t touch.” With this turn she first 
attempts to return to play by starting a play-related directive, but then self-repairs and issues a directive concerning 
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the video camera. Walter protests in line 10 with “no no w-”. Mom issues another directive in line 11 with “Go 
play with the train okay¿”, in an attempt to get Walter to not orient to the camera and instead start playing. Walter 
then mentions the camera by giving a suggestion about its placement with “What if you put it up he:re.” (line 12), 
and after no response “It can see us.” (line 14). Mom and Walter then negotiate the placement of the camera (lines 
15–24) and then begin playing with the trains (lines 25–26).
In this instance, Mom’s action of turning on the camera triggers 
Walter’s orientation to it. In all of the instances where a child’s 
orientation occurs after a parent turns on the camera, the 
children’s orientations to the camera are almost immediate, 
demonstrating that it is the action of the parent orienting to the 
camera (by turning it on) that triggers the child’s orientation. 
Instances in which parents approach the camera were also 
included in this type of orientation and were those in which 
the parent moved or reached toward the camera. These three 
subtypes of “interacts with camera” are a result of the parent 
acting as a co-researcher (Given et al., 2016) and having responsibility for setting up the video camera in order to 
capture their children’s interactions. 
Talks about camera. Parents also issued directives to their children related to the presence of the video camera. 
For example, in extract 08, Jackson (8) and Shyla (5) are playing with playdough at the kitchen table while Mom is 
nearby but not in view of the camera. Mom issues a series of directives to Shyla in lines 05–06 and 10.
Extract 08
VC44_013_Play Doh_16.15_Pointing to Me
01     JAC:
02
03     SHY:
04
05     MOM:
06
07
08     MOM:     
09
10     MOM:     
11     SHY:     
12
13     MOM:
14
     Can I use your pho:ne¿
(1.0)/((SHY turns towards JAC))
     °I don’t have a phone.°
(6.5)/((both play with play dough)) 
     Hey Shyla can you get in the (frame) 
closer to Jackson.
(0.5)
Can’t see you.
(0.5)
Move over please.
[But it’s pointing to me:.
[((moves head towards camera)) 
     It’s no:t. Listen to me when I talk 
to you.
Figure 4. Walter reaches for the video camera.
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15 (.)
16     MOM:     Move over.
17 (5.0)/((SHY adjusts in seat))
18     SHY:     I already mo:ved.
19 (6.0)/((SHY makes faces towards MOM))
20     MOM:     Get u:p, stand closer to your brothe:r,
21 stop being drama:tic.
22 (0.2)/((SHY leans over))
23     MOM:     One,
24 (0.3)/((SHY shifts [chair over))]  
25     MOM: [Two,        ]=Thank 
26 you.
In lines 05–06, Mom issues a request to Shyla for her to move into the frame of the video camera with “Hey Shyla 
can you get in the (frame) closer to Jackson.” With this request Mom makes the presence of the video camera 
relevant in the interaction; it is because of its presence that she makes the request. After no response, Mom explains 
that the video camera cannot see Shyla (line 08) with “can’t see you.”, referring to the video camera’s inability to 
capture Shyla at that moment. After no response, in line 10 Mom issues a directive to Shyla with “Move over please.” 
This functions as an upgrade from her previous request (Craven & Potter, 2010). In lines 11–12, Shyla then orients 
to the video camera, arguing “But it’s pointing to me:.”, while gesturing towards the video camera (see Figure 5). 
Here she treats Mom’s directive as unnecessary, arguing that if the camera is pointed at her, then presumably it can 
see her. In lines 13–23 Mom and Shyla argue about Shyla moving, to which she finally concedes in line 24.
This subtype of orientation is also unique to parents, due to 
parents’ role as co-researchers with responsibility for ensuring that 
the children are in view of and not playing with or disregarding 
the presence of the video camera. Since all parents were given 
the cameras and recording instructions, these orientations are a 
reflection of the parents’ awareness of their responsibility as a co-
researcher and providing adequate data for the researchers.
No preceding sibling or parent orientation. In 37 of the 102 
instances of a child’s orientation to the video camera, there were 
no evident orientations to the video camera by the other family 
members present immediately preceding the child’s orientation. In these instances, the children oriented to the 
video camera seemingly independently of the actions of others. For example, in extract 09, Mom, Dad, Valerie, 
Nathan, and Amanda are eating dinner. After looking at the camera for some time (lines 11–21), Amanda mentions 
the camera in line 28.
Figure 5. Shyla orients to the camera after Mom
issues a directive.
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Extract 09
VC47_Extra 003_14.45_Staring at Me
01     DAD:     Are you over your cold yet?
02 (1.0)
03     VAL:     Mmm [no.]
04     DAD: [Not] quite yet¿
05     VAL:     Kkeh kkeh no:.
06 (.)
07     VAL:     [Heh]
08     DAD:     [°Oh] no.°
09 (1.2)
10     VAL:     Might get be:tter (but),
11 (0.4)/((AMA looks towards camera)) |
12     NAT:     I think I’m [gonna (get a) cough,] |
13     VAL: [it’s not over yet.  ] |
14     MOM:     Maybe when the snow melts. |
15     AMA:     MOM[MY:,  ] |
16     VAL: [Hehheh][.hhh   ] |
17     MOM: [Eh heh ] |
18     DAD: [So like] |
19 [Ma:y or Ju:ne?] |
20     VAL:     [I hope (no:t.)] |
21 (0.2)/((AMA turns to face VAL))
22     VAL:     Heh
23 (1.2)/((AMA turns to face MOM))
24     AMA:     [Momm:y,
25 [((taps MOM’s shoulder))
26 (1.0)/((MOM turns to face AMA))
27 [((turns towards camera))
28     AMA:     [Why is the camera staring at me,=
29     VAL:     =[Hahahahah ].hheh
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30     MOM:      [Hmhmhmhmhm]
31              (2.0)/((MOM smiles and looks at AMA))
32     MOM:     Because Sarah wants to see how you 
33              eat.
34              (0.2)
35     MOM:     Say hi to Sarah
36              (1.5)/((AMA looks at MOM))
37     MOM:     Eheh >heheheheh<
38              (0.6)/((AMA turns towards camera))
39     AMA:     [Hi::, 
40              [((waves to camera))
In line 11, Amanda looks toward the camera (continuously until line 21), while the rest of the family talks about 
Valerie’s cold. In line 15, Amanda summons her Mom with, “MOM[MY:,” but the family continues talking. In 
lines 24–25, Amanda summons again with “Momm:y,”, this time tapping Mom on the shoulder. In line 26 Mom 
turns to face Amanda and in line 27 turns to face the camera. In line 28 Amanda asks, “Why is the camera staring 
at me,=”. Mom responds with “Because Sarah5 wants to see how you eat.” (lines 32–33), giving an explanation for 
the presence of the video camera. In this case, there is no preceding orientation to the video camera by any of the 
other family members, thus Amanda’s orientation appears to be unprompted.
Children’s orientations to the video camera that are not preceded by a sibling or parent orientation challenge the 
assumption that children are not aware of or influenced by the presence of the video camera during recordings. 
Although they represent a minority of the instances of child orientations in our data, the fact that they exist 
demonstrates that there may be an ongoing awareness of the video camera during recordings of everyday family 
life, or at the very least moments in which the mere presence of the video camera can cause children to outwardly 
speculate about its presence. 
Discussion
This study analyzed 3- to 6-year-old children’s orientations to the video camera in a corpus of recordings of everyday 
family interactions. Although the majority of video recordings did not include young children’s orientations to 
the video camera, the majority of children in the target age range oriented to the video camera at least once. 
The average number and duration of children’s orientations to the video camera were low, and the average total 
time spent orienting to the camera was short in comparison with the average length of video recordings families 
provided. Consistent with prior research (Antal et al., 2015), these findings support the assertion that participant 
reactivity is common in video recordings of young children but in most cases does not make up a substantial 
portion of the recorded talk and action.
Contrary to what other researchers have asserted (e.g., Häggman-Laitila et al., 2010; O’Shannessy, 2014; Rosenstein, 
2002), the children in this study did not quickly become accustomed to the presence of the video camera. Instead, 
we found that orientations to the video camera occurred not only at the beginning of videos, but also throughout 
the recordings. Furthermore, while some children oriented to the video camera infrequently, for others, orienting 
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to the video camera was not an “occasional moment of awareness” (Heath et al., 2010, p. 48) but instead a recurring 
activity throughout the recordings, becoming an activity in and of itself. For example, one child oriented to the 
video camera 10 times in a single video recording. The variety in the prevalence of children’s orientation to the 
camera reinforces the need for researchers to examine participant reactivity in their own data in order to determine 
the extent of its influence (Heath et al., 2010). 
Our findings demonstrate that children and their parents oriented to the video camera in a variety of ways: they 
talked about the camera, engaged in camera-directed talk and/or action, and interacted with the camera. While 
these higher-level categories of orientations to the video camera are consistent with those previously identified (e.g., 
Antal et al., 2015; Given et al., 2016; Speer & Hutchby, 2003), our analysis offers a more in-depth categorization 
of the subtypes of orientations displayed by children than that offered by prior research, based on our inductive 
analysis of the data. That is, our analysis has revealed a broader variety of talk and/or actions that children engage in 
related to their awareness of the presence of the video camera than those discussed in prior research. This expands 
our understanding of the ways in which young children orient to the camera, creating a more comprehensive 
picture of participant reactivity in video recordings used in research. 
Consistent with Antal et al.’s (2015) work in medical contexts, the most common type of orientation to the video 
camera exhibited by the children was talking about the camera. However, in our study this was closely followed 
by camera-directed talk and/or actions, a type of orientation that occurred infrequently in Antal et al. (2015). 
Additionally, interacting with the camera was not identified as an orientation in Antal et al. (2015). Camera-
directed talk/and or actions and, to a lesser extent, interacting with the camera were identified in Given et al.’s 
(2016) work, which, like the present study, involved video recordings collected by parents in the home. This 
indicates that the types of behaviours children engage in when orienting to the camera may be different depending 
on the setting in which the video recordings take place.
We also found that in the majority of instances of a child’s orientation to the video camera, a parent and/or sibling 
first oriented to the video camera in some way. Thus, it appears that the majority of the children’s orientations to the 
camera were triggered in some way. However, in just over a third of the instances of a child’s orientation to the video 
camera, there were no evident orientations to the video camera by another present family member immediately 
prior to the child’s orientation. These orientations that seemingly occur “out of the blue” offer additional support 
for the assertion that the video camera does not necessarily fade from participants’ attention as they become used 
to its presence, as some researchers have argued (e.g., Heath et al., 2010; Knoblauch et al., 2012), but that some 
children may maintain an ongoing awareness of its presence.
Limitations
The findings of our analysis of young children’s orientations to the video camera in recordings of family 
interactions are limited by the way in which the data was collected. That is, our findings are applicable to video 
recordings obtained in the home, with parents choosing when and where to collect such recordings with minimal 
researcher guidance. Thus, our findings may not be generalizable and/or transferable to other contexts in which 
young children’s interactions are video recorded, such as when the researcher is present during video recording, or 
when such recordings are undertaken in a lab setting where the presence of the camera might be less noticeable. 
Additionally, there was variation in the children’s prior awareness of the presence of the video camera and/or its 
purpose as part of the research study. In some orientations to the video camera, it is clear that the child is not aware 
of either the presence and/or purpose of the video camera (e.g., Extracts 6 and 9), whereas in other orientations 
the children appear to be aware of both the video camera’s presence and purpose of recording their activities 
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(e.g., Extracts 2, 5 and 7). Differences in children’s awareness of the presence of the video camera and its research 
purpose may have influenced participant reactivity and may also limit the generalizability/transferability of the 
findings. 
Implications for researchers
Projects that make use of parents as co-researchers may need to address head-on issues of parents recording 
“constructed activities designed to meet the project’s needs” (Given et al., 2016, p. 4). In moving forward in 
research on families and children, some practical future implications have arisen out of this study. For example, 
it may be useful to give parents explicit instructions about how best to record family interactions in such a way as 
to reduce children’s orientations to the camera, including suggestions for reducing their own orientations to the 
video camera while recording is underway, as parent and sibling orientations preceded children’s orientations in 
the majority of cases in our data. It may also be prudent to provide parents with a script or set of suggestions for 
explaining the presence and purpose of the video camera to their children, which may help to reduce children’s 
orientations to the video camera that involve questioning its presence.
Additionally, it is important to consider what implications orientations to the video camera have when analyzing 
video-recorded data. For instance, in our own analyses drawing on this collection, it is important for us to consider 
how orientations to the video camera may affect the other types of talk and action present in the data. Researchers 
who, along with Heath et al. (2010), assert that participant reactivity subsides once participants become accustomed 
to the video camera have advocated for discarding the first few minutes of a recording or, when a series of recordings 
are possible, the first few recordings in their entirety, to avoid the effects of participant reactivity on the remaining 
data (e.g., Elder, 1999; Gross, 1991; Happ, Sereika, Garrett, & Tate, 2008). However, in cases such as ours where 
participant orientations to the video camera occur throughout some video recordings, alternative approaches 
must be used. For example, researchers may want to consider excluding portions of relevant data that occur in 
close proximity to orientations to the video camera. 
Future research
The factors influencing young children’s orientations to the video camera are not fully explored in this study. 
Future investigations should include a consideration of characteristics such as children’s age. For example, Antal 
et al.’s (2015) study found that younger children oriented to the video camera more often than older children. 
Although analysis of orientations to the video camera by age is outside the scope of this study, it is interesting 
to note that five of the six children who did not orient to the video camera at all in our data were 3 years of age. 
Future work should also examine other factors that might have an impact on children’s propensity to orient to the 
video camera. For example, it might be fruitful to examine if asking parents to provide children with a detailed 
explanation of the presence and/or purpose of the video camera and/or allowing children to play with the camera 
to reduce its novelty have an impact on participant reactivity. 
Additionally, future work could focus on those orientations that are not immediately preceded by a family 
member’s orientation to the video camera. These specific orientations could be analyzed in more detail in order 
to understand more about these seemingly serendipitous orientations to the camera. Such orientations could be 
analyzed sequentially; that is, in cases where the child’s orientation to the camera did not immediately follow 
another’s orientation to the camera, the video recordings could be analyzed in full to determine what else, if 
anything, might have caused the child’s orientation. 
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Conclusion
Researchers who make use of naturalistic observation via video recordings are divided on the influence the video 
camera has on the authenticity of the talk and actions these recordings capture (Lomax & Casey, 1998; Speer 
& Hutchby, 2003). In our data, not all children oriented to the video camera, and those who did, did so briefly. 
However, orientations to the video camera were displayed by the majority of the children in our study and included 
a wide variety of talk and actions. These findings indicate that while video recording may be less obtrusive than the 
presence of a researcher conducting in-person observation, the act of video recording may still influence children’s 
interactions with their family members in the home. The orientations to the video camera analyzed in this study 
consisted entirely of talk and actions that would presumably not have occurred if the camera were not present. 
Instead of viewing these orientations as evidence of the inauthenticity or unnaturalness of our data, we choose 
to consider such orientations part of the “ordinary social activities” (Sidnell & Stivers, 2013, p. 33) of young 
children and their families that our work seeks to describe. By treating these orientations to the video camera as 
we would any other observable phenomenon of interest, we have provided evidence, not only of children’s ongoing 
awareness of the video camera’s presence in their homes, but also their understanding of how the camera works. 
This unanticipated area of inquiry was only made visible by the affordances of video-recorded data, demonstrating 
the power of this “microscope” (Aarsand, 2016, p. 91) in studying young children’s social interactions. 
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(Endnotes)
1 All names are pseudonyms.
2 Screenshots of video recordings are included with permission.
3 Heritage and Stivers (1999) discuss the use of “online commentary” in medical consultations.
4 Although Nathan’s orientation to the video camera is not our focus because he is not in the target age range, it is interesting to note his 
orientation to the video camera in this extract. He treats Amanda’s actions as something that the “people at the university” will see, and 
implicitly then, something that she might not want them to see.
5 Here Mom is referring to one of the researchers.
